2021 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

CSG West offers unparalleled opportunities for private sector partners to engage legislative leaders, share ideas, and strengthen legislative institutions in the West. Our sponsors value the regional focus, accessibility, and intimate atmosphere that CSG West events are known for.

Legislative Council on River Governance (LCRG)
August 23-24 in Lewiston, Idaho
Sponsor Levels: $2,500 / $1,500 / $500
The LCRG brings together legislators from Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington to address issues of common concern facing the Columbia and Snake River basins. Through engagement with legislators and resource experts, sponsors can engage with members on the health and wellbeing of these critical river basins.

Border Legislative Conference (BLC)
August 26-28 in Riverside, California
Sponsor Levels: $10,000 / $5,000 / $2,500
The BLC facilitates ongoing dialogue among state legislators of the U.S.-Mexico border region. The program empowers legislators to engage in the binational agenda to address issues of common interest, foster cooperation and learn from industry experts and leaders from both countries. The size and accessibility of the BLC offers sponsors unique opportunities to connect with policymakers and engage in the dynamics of the U.S.-Mexico relationship.

Colorado River Forum
September 28 in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Sponsor Levels: $1,500 / $750
The Colorado River Forum, the first-of-its-kind program for state legislators of this important river basin in the West, brings together state policymakers to foster collaboration and the exchange of information. Sponsors will be able to engage with legislators and key stakeholders, as well as partake in the conversations about the future of this river basin.

Annual Meeting
September 28-October 1 in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Sponsor Levels: $40,000 / $25,000 / $15,000 / $10,000 / $5,000 / $2,500
Known for its regional focus and collegial atmosphere, the CSG West Annual Meeting is the largest gathering of Western lawmakers. The Annual Meeting provides sponsors a unique opportunity to connect with members, engage in substantive conversations, contribute to exchange of ideas, and learn from a plethora of dynamic speakers.

Western Legislative Academy (WLA)
December 7-10 in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Sponsor Levels: $10,000 / $5,000 / $2,500
The WLA is a three-and-a-half-day intensive capacity training program for newer Western legislators. The program sharpens legislators’ skills for effective lawmaking, builds support for legislative institutions, and provide a space where they can learn from each other. With its limited class size and balanced schedule, the WLA offers sponsors an unparalleled opportunity to make lasting connections with rising leaders in the West.

Interested in supporting CSG West? Contact Edgar Ruiz, Director, at eruiz@csg.org or 916-501-5070
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